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Assisted Voluntary Return and 
reintegration (AVRR) 

migrants were assisted to return to 
their countries of origin

49,795

IOM offices
reintegration services 

 provided                  

                       to returnees 

Before departure

After arrival 

vulnerable migrants located in Libya and 
Yemen were assisted to return to their countries 
of origin through voluntary humanitarian return

122
113,33

6,376

24% 76%
Female Male 

25%

75%

Top three resettlement countries 

Admission into the United States of America (USA)  

Canada USA Germany

Resettlement and Movement 

programmes 

IOM managed programmes in              globallylocations

states were supported with resettlement, 
humanitarian admissions and relocation activities

refugees and other 
vulnerable persons assisted

176
29

62,406

IOM facilitated the  
to their country of origin,

repatriation of                  refugees

13,772 refugees 

2,231 Special Immigrant Visa 
holders 

IOM assisted

1,974

IOM’s Counter Trafficking 
Data Collaborative (CTDC)

IOM plays a leading role in building evidence on 
counter-trafficking 

The data set contains data on over 
  across 

 
156,000
189

victims of trafficking
countries and territories 

First ever  of individual victims of trafficking 
published through 

synthetic data set

Counter-Trafficking 

IOM managed programmes in              globallylocations

government officials African 
countries

 from  
 trained on new standards 


and guidance to address human trafficking

40

176
130

IOM focused on improving the digital inclusion 
of migrants during the resettlement process 

Digital Inclusion of Refugees 
Resettling to Canada: 

Opportunities and Barriers

Release of a study entitled: 

Rights of Migrant Workers 

Partnerships and capacity-building on fair and 
ethical recruitment standards

IOM co-hosted the Global Forum for Responsible 
Recruitment

Responsible Labor Recruitment

Toolkit

IOM continues to partner with Apple on their 

In 2021, this work expanded to more than 

  in  

reaching nearly   globally
39 10

77,000
additional supplier facilities countries, 

workers

Human Mobility  
SRF Objective 3

Foreword IOM at a Glance
Humanitarian 


Assistance
Resilience and

Empowerment 

Human

mobility

Migration

Governance 

IOM’s operations in Afghanistan 
following the political transition

Women and girls, faced increasing 
vulnerabilities and protection risks.

individuals had been provided with 
life-saving and protection assistance600,000
vulnerable Afghan returnees were 
provided with multisectoral assistance at 260,000

Key border 
crossings 

IOM reception and 
transit centres. 

&

Operation Allies Welcome programme

Through this programme, IOM assisted in the 
resettlement of   
to their final destinations in the United States

75,000 Afghan beneficiaries


